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The Encyclopedia of Sexual Behavior
"Father" is a verb, and fathering is the highest calling of God on
men. Man Maker Project is a guide for fathers to intentionally usher
their sons into godly manhood. Now more than ever, the reality of
unfinished men confronts us at every turn. Without intentional
fathering, a boy's core question--Am I a man?--forever echoes in his
soul. Every boy needs to hear his father's clear "yes" in response.
While many fathers know they should do something for their maturing
sons, they have little idea how to create such an initiatory process.
Man Maker Project offers a practical roadmap that equips fathers to
create a unique, modern-day masculine initiation experience for their
sons. Rather than a single event or ceremony, fathers can guide their
boys through a yearlong process, with the support of a cadre of handselected men. This book also challenges fathers to investigate their
own stories, as God's mutually redemptive design is for us to be
fathered ourselves as we father our sons. Through this modern-day
rites of passage process, fathers fulfill their calling, sons find
their footing, and society receives solid men ready to strongly and
kindly restore the world.

Knowing the Gururumba
The Tree Where Man Was Born
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Fatherson
Here's a book for both men and women that is guaranteed to start some
heated discussions!FOR WOMEN: Eavesdrop on the secret codes of
masculinity. Discover what makes men tick. Penetrate the brain-fog of
masculine thinking. Peel the cerebral onion of guy-hood. Find out how
to get your way with your man.FOR GUYS: Here's a fishing trip down the
river of your natural self. A vacation from "relationships." A holiday
from all things feminine. A trout stream for your brain, naturally
cleansed of "shopping," feminism and other female-borne viruses. A
chance to drain the blackened oil from your cerebral engine, and fill
it with five clean quarts of good feelings about yourself. Kick off
your boots and wiggle your frozen toes on the fireplace of your
masculine soul. You'll never be the same again.

Årstryck - Göteborgs etnografiska museum
Using examples from literature, Alfred Collins illustrates the
Fatherson archetype from angles both personal and professional.

The 7 Step System To Becoming More Masculine
A story of creation as told from the sexual perspective of male and
female.

Methodist Magazine and Review
What Men Know That Women Don't
Illustrating how men's experiences are shaped by cultural notions of
masculinity and structural realities of gender, this text includes
articles from academic journals, books, interviews and personal
narratives.

Symbolism
Culture and the Human Body
From Texts to Text
Contributed articles.

Amazonia: Man and Culture in a Counterfeit Paradise
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Education
Rites and Relationships
This book includes seven essays written by students of William H.
Davenport in honor of his retirement from teaching anthropology at the
University of Pennsylvania. Reflecting the breadth of Davenport's
interests, these essays cover a range of issues, including art, social
organization, and culture change.

Structures of Initiation in Crisis
Initiation: Boys Are Born, Men Are Trained
Social Analysis
This reader introduces learners to the most significant topics in the
field of anthropology of gender-drawing not only from classic sources,
but also from the most recent, diverse literature on gender roles and
ideology around the world. It features high quality introductions to
each section of articles, broad geographical coverage, and the most
current research available. An extensive range of topics includes the
relationship between biology and culture as it pertains to gender
issues; gender and prehistory; the cultural construction of gender and
sexuality; women and the state; and the impact of development and the
global economy on women. For an awareness and understanding of the
sociology of women and gender roles.

Women in Transition
Stone Cutters' Journal
Women in India and Nepal
Social Organization and Cultural Aesthetics
A timeless and majestic portrait of Africa by renowned writer Peter
Matthiessen (1927-2014), author of the National Book Award-winning The
Snow Leopard and the new novel In Paradise A finalist for the National
Book Award when it was released in 1972, this vivid portrait of East
Africa remains as fresh and revelatory now as on the day it was first
published. Peter Matthiessen exquisitely combines nature and travel
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writing to portray the sights, scenes, and people he observed
firsthand in several trips over the course of a dozen years. From the
daily lives of wild herdsmen and the drama of predator kills to the
field biologists investigating wild creatures and the anthropologists
seeking humanity's origins in the rift valley, The Tree Where Man Was
Born is a classic of journalistic observation. This Penguin Classics
edition features an introduction by groundbreaking British
primatologist Jane Goodall. For more than seventy years, Penguin has
been the leading publisher of classic literature in the Englishspeaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.

Memoirs of the American Anthropological Association
Mothering
Calcutta Review
The emergence of symbolic culture is generally linked with the
development of the hunger-gatherer adaptation based on a sexual
division of labor. This original and ingenious book presents a new
theory of how this symbolic domain originated. Integrating
perspectives of evolutionary biography and social anthropology within
a Marxist framework, Chris Knight rejects the common assumption that
human culture was a modified extension of primate behavior and argues
instead that it was the product of an immense social, sexual, and
political revolution initiated by women. Culture became established,
says Knight, when evolving human females began to assert collective
control over their own sexuality, refusing sex to all males except
those who came to them with provisions. Women usually timed their ban
on sexual relations with their periods of infertility while they were
menstruating, and to the extent that their solidarity drew women
together, these periods tended to occur in synchrony. The result was
that every month with the onset of menstruation, sexual relations were
ruptured in a collective, ritualistic way as the prelude to each
successful hunting expedition. This ritual act was the means through
which women motivated men not only to hunt but also to concentrate
energies on bringing back the meat. Knight shows how this hypothesis
sheds light on the roots of such cultural traditions as totemic
rituals, incest and menstrual taboos, blood-sacrifice, and hunters’
atonement rites. Providing detailed ethnographic documentation, he
also explains how Native American, Australian Aboriginal, and other
magico-religious myths can be read as derivatives of the same symbolic
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logic.

Actes
Cultures Around the World II
Are you happy with how masculine you are as a man? Be honest. Chances
are, the answer is "No." We all want to be more masculine, right? The
aim of this book is to help you to do just that. With a simple, easyto-follow 7 Step System that includes different exercises and
suggestions, you will be well on your way to boosting your
masculinity, and being perceived as more of a "real man" or "alpha
male" by both men and women alike. The exercises and suggestions are
simple, easy to follow, and most importantlyTHEY WORK! Some of the
valuable content you will discover inside: - How to use your body as a
weapon of influence and persuasion - How to deepen the tone of your
voice to sound more masculine and manly - How to boost the level of
testosterone in your body safely and naturally - How to revolutionize
your body using the diet of our ancestors - The importance of mental
attitude and being bold & fearless as a man - How to use the concept
of behavioural modelling to learn from masculine men - Emotional
maturity, the most important element and how to obtain it as a man You
don't want to look back in a few decades on your life and think what
your life "could" and "should" have been like if only you had embraced
the core of who your are as a man. Take action now when you follow the
7 Step System To Becoming More Masculine.

Death of a Hero, Birth of the Soul
John Robinson presents the compelling journey from youth to middle age
in this study of the spiritual and psychological realities of male
midlife. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.

Religious Thought and Life in India
Initiation Rites in Kavango
This ethnography shows the relationship between the various physical
environments of the Amazon Basin and the cultural adaptations that
have developed there.

Men and Masculinity
To appreciate the human body is to acknowledge the various ways in
which it has become a cultural artifact rather than a purely natural
phenomenon."--BOOK JACKET.
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Gender in Cross-cultural Perspective
The Social Life of Trees
The Golden Bough: pt. VII 1-2. Balder the Beautiful; the
fire festivals of Europe and the doctrine of the external
soul
Man Maker Project
The Tapestry of Culture
This is not the story of a white medicine man. The Apache are an
eminently practical people and a nation of survivors. They have native
medicine men enough. Phillip gave Jeff Prather a much more profound
gift. He taught him the rite of passage to manhood. He intimated that
Jeff would someday utilize this precious gift to help our society in
crisis. And not without great personal cost and sacrifice. But that is
what this book is about. Nobody said it would be easy.Why is Jeff
Prather the one to write this book? "Because I owe it. In the Apache
culture there is a concept known as shit'ake'e. It means duty or
obligation. Because of Philip's training, I am indebted to pass it on
and I have a duty to do so. I wrote the book to honor Philip's
transcendent teachings and to answer our society's crisis. I lived the
answer. I still do. And in the pages of Initiation, I share the
answers." Phillip was the greatest modern Diyin, "empowered one" in
Apache, who single-handedly reinvigorated the traditional Apache
ceremonies which had been banned by federal law until the mid-sixties.
Phillip was the son and grandson of chiefs and the ultimate source of
knowledge on Apache ceremony. His stature was that of a modern-day
Cochise. He had a radio show in the Apache language. He encouraged its
use and renewed the old songs. He was visited by rock stars and
presidents. He taught, trained and mentored a generation of young
Apache ceremonial singers and dancers. And he trained Jeff Prather.

Grenada
This book blends up to date scholarship from primary sources with
fascinating detail of its people and their often turbulent struggle
for survival. It provides a detailed chronological historical anaylsis
but focuses especially on the story and every day lives of its
inhabitants from the earliest days of settlement to the overthrow, and
execution, of the revolutionary Prime Minister Maurice Bishop in 1981,
and beyond.
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Initiation Into Eternal Life
Blood Relations
Offers a host of answers from an anthropological perspective on the
symbolic meanings of trees. Shows the astonishing ways we use species,
coconuts, bananas, cedars. Symbols such as the American sequoia and
U.K. oak tree.

Aditi
African Traditional Religions and Culture in Botswana
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